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Housing Sign Ups: So Far So d!cli~flVIJE!l)) 
I 2 l 19711 
Housing help was ready 
Giovanni Attacks 
uy Pancho Savery struggles outside ot America. 
On Saturday evening April She said this with particular 
15th, a full house at the Arena reference to support for Israel. 
Theatre witnessed the highlight She chided Jews in Miami for 
of the Afro-Latin Society's Cul- giving in to Anita Bryant's scare 
tural Expression Week, a lecture tactics, and Jews all over Ameri-
/poetry reading by Black poet ca for their failure to support the 
Nikki Giovanni. struggles for Black liberation. 
Giovanni began her lecture She specific:ally mentioned tennis 
with an attack on Anita Bryant's player Harold Solomon's crossing 
anti gay rights stand, and re- a picket line to participate in 
turned to this theme several Davis Cup matches in Nashville 
times throughout the course of against South Africa. Giovanni 
the evening. The issue, how- felt that all minority groups in 
ever, was put into a wider America should be sympathetic 
context. She saw attacks on gay towards and show active support 
rights as part of an American for Blacks. American problems, 
pattern to attack anyone who she continually stressed, must be 
was different from the status solved first. She spoke about 
quo. For this reason, she felt inflation, the energy crisis, the 
that since oppression still exists Bakke case, and bussing, show-
in America, particularly against ing how Blacks, particularly -
Black women, she could not be Black women, are the chief 
expected to give her support to - victims. 
Coalition to 
·by Preston Stewart 
A group of over 70 people met 
Tuesday afternoon to form the 
Ithaca College Campus Coalition 
for the Liberation of Oppressed 
People, C.C.L.O.P. The group's 
current aim is to force Ithaca 
College to divest all stock hol-
dings in cor·porations operating 
in South Africa. The CCLOP 
believes that U.S. corporations 
are helping to maintain a racist 
environment in South Africa and 
that by LC. having stock in these 
corporations it is supporting that 
racist environment also. 
A petition developed · by 
members of the CCLOP states 
the following. "This is a critical 
period in South African people's 
struggle against apartheid, a 
brutal system of legalized racism 
which maintains the rule of white 
minority regime. U.S. corpora-
tions support and profit from this 
system which keeps South Afri-
ca's black majority Jiving in 
poverty. -
"At present Ith~ca College 
holds investments totalling 777,-
707 .00 dollars in . corporations 
Ithaca College divest all holdings 
in corporations operating in 
South Africa. Such action has 
recently been proven viable by 
other educational insitutions." 
Those institutions that have 
had successful divestent cam-
paigns are Hampshire College, 
Oberlin College, the University 
of Massachusetts, the Univesity, 
of Wisconsin, the University of 
Oregon, Ohio University, Anti-
by Chuck Post Tff.1ticms of the\of.ipper quads. She 
Most of the 2,500 people who £ ~, that the demand for 
went throu~h ro?m lottery then I_ - ~high, saying, "No 
p,~s~ two nights 1~ the Terrace' er,, ere w'111 be people in my 
• Dinm~ Hall experienced a well office,; orrow waiting to get on 
organized procedure. There was the waiting list for singles." She 
a crowd of people but there was a went on to say that they will in 
rr:iinimum of hy~teria. . The future ·years, concentrate 'on 
singles were the first to fill up, renovating the terraces rather 
followed by the Doubles in the than the upper quads, because 
lower quads and the terraces. the terraces are not as structu-
Don Runyon, Director of rally sound. 
Residential Life, explained that Gayle Rossi, an irate stu-
there were more peopl~ signing dent, said, "I think it's disgusting 
up for on-campus housing than that a student with # 144 can't 
expe_cted. He ~aid . that it is get a double in the lower quads. 
possible that this will cause a Freshmen who got placed in the 
freshma_n housing problem next lower quads last fall should not 
fall, which would force them to gPt squatter's rights, but they 
le~t the off-camp~s quot~. He should have to go through room 
said th~t the s1~gles in the lottery." Freshman Linda Zip-
Phoro bv Gail Lalun towers filled up qmcker than last per commented, "They should 
A year. have renovated the upper quads nl• ta Michelle Viotty, Coordinator before the east tower." Housing of Housing operations, said that personnel Al Weinstein and Da-
the towers are almost full, which vid Sherman jointly stated, -
In a sense, though, this was 
all background material. The 
main point of Giovanni's lecture 
wa~ to address the question, 
"What is to be done?" While 
praising the accomplishments of 
Patricia Harris, Shirley Chis-
holm, and Barbara Jordan, she 
felt that the present generation 
of Black youth was too complac-
ent because Black people in 
America are treated as if they 
were still in the 19th century. 
Giovanni wanted to see more 
anger on the part of young 
Blacks. With the rise of the 
Black middle class, she felt that 
too many were content with 
what they had in comparison to 
what others did not have. 
Giovanni then stated her main 
theme, "To be free is to function 
at capacity. T~e point is what 
means that there will have to be · 
"Housing sign-up W;!S l!Xtremely 
120 triples next year, 60 in the ~njoyable." 
terraces and 60 in the corner 
Ten Nominees For Trustee 
c·ontinued on page 5 
by Karen Stuhldreher 
Ten nominations for Student 
Trustee were submitted to Stu-
dent Congress at Tuesday night's 
meeting. The ten candidates will 
be screened by this year's Ex-
ecutive Board before a list is 
submitted to the Board of Trus-
tees. 
The purpose of this screening 
procedure is to see if the number 
of candidates can't be narrowed 
down before the final list of 
candidates is submitted to the 
Board of Trustees. The Board 
will accept a minimum of three 
candidates. According to Jeffrey 
Eden, President of Student Con-
g-ress, the screening process is 
procedural; if all ten are qualified 
the Executive Board will submit 
all ten. 
The Board of Trustees 
requested resumes from the 
candidates. They also requested . 
statements as to why a student 
wants to be a Trustee. The Board 
will select one trustee from the 
list given to them by the Execu-
tive Board. 
Eden said that he is "impressed 
by the number of people who 
submitted their nominations." 
Force Divestment 
och, and Aberdeen University. apathy and that we wouldn't be 
Another 50 have started such able to organize peoole con-
campaigns. cerned with social inequities. I 
It was the actions of other think from the meeting it shows 
colleges and the current happe- that people are concerned and 
nings at Cornell Univesity that wont accept the racist policies 
spurred Todd Bernstein, and IC that the administration holds by 
student, to initiate the meeting investments," Bernstein said. 
that led to the development of No administrative officials 
CCLOP. "It has irritated me were available for comment. 
that people have come to me and The Itha~a College Board of 
asserted that I.C. is a ·bastion of Trustees dectdes where and how 
much money is invested in corpo-
rations. The next Board of 
Trustees meeting is scheduled 
for early May. 
The corporations operating in 
South Africa that LC. has invest-
ments in are: Abbot Laboratory; 
Honeywell; UpJohn Co.; Caltex, 
subsidy of Texaco,; Deere and 
Co.; IBM; Bristol Myers; Xerox; 
Exxon Corp.; Mobil_ Oil .Corp.; 
continued on page 4 
which operate in South Africa. -·--. 
: This constitutes 68.6 percent of _ .,,..,,.- , · _ . _ .-·· . · . ' 
.[ 
• I 
) 
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ITHACAN 
INQUIRER 
BY linda Melman 
Phot"s-·bY Gail Lahm 
Question: Are you pleased with 
the choice of Senator Daniel 
Patrick Moynihan as you com-
m~ncemeht speaker? (This 
. week's question was asked only 
to seniorsl. 
Peter Nolan, Rec/ Mgmt. 
Ithink that it is about time Wf: 
had an Irishman speak on this 
/ campus, and I'm damn proud of 
it. ' 
Steve Haims, Business 
I don't think he is a proper choice 
because of his racial stands, but . . .. . 
he is an eloquent speaker and~~· - · --· - !•·-
will suffice. Lisa Klein, Planned Studies 
,~i.: .. 
I don't think he's a good choice 
because he's too controversial 
because of is racial attitudes and 
I don't think graduation should 
be political. 
,., . . _·}:-' ' . i 
Vincent Singe, General Studies , 
Yes, I am. I think he's a good .~t-,, 
selection because he's been an f';::,.,.">-
advisor to the Presidents Eco- -; __ ·ftt · 
nomic Advisory Committe under ·-c. _____ · 
several Presidents. His back- Doug Lakis, Phys. Ed. 
ground enables him to relate to Why couldn't they have 
the economic stability pertaining · Mohammed Ali. 
to Jhe job market of today and 
where we will be heading tomor-
Gwynn Yandow, Soc. 
No, because the issues _he stands Gary Orlancchia, I>olitics 
for are very controversial. No, because he's a racist. I think 
there were many other better 
choices on the list. 
Too Much 
CanceJJing four credit courses was 
not enough, having Moynihan as a 
gradl!ation speaker wasn't enough. 
Even trying to cancel the outdoor con-
cert wasn't enough. But having in-· 
vestments in SouthAfrica may just be 
too much. 
Investments in corporations that 
perpetuate the racist society in South 
Africa are not only wrong, but racist in 
itself. It is impossible to justify pou-
ring hundreds of thousands of dollars 
into these corporations operating in 
South Africa. Would it be so difficult 
to divest from these corporations and 
reinvest in corporations operating with 
higher ethics? · 
The Board of Trustees, the stock 
broker for I.C., is a group comnrised of 
many shrewd, able-minded business-
men. Surely with their knowledge, a 
clean investment program that is eco-
nomically equal to our present one 
could be devised. 
I.C. investments in South Atrtca 
may move the student body to utilize 
their, up to now, dormant power. Stu-
dents and other community members 
seem to find the-investments a suffi-
cient reason to finally pressure the 
administration to listen and change. 
The Ithacan concurs with this. . 
The time has come when the 
community can no longer turn the 
other cheeJc. The community should 
stand up and vehemently protest J.C. 's 
indirect support of a minority ruled na-
tion. One should attend the CCLOP 
rallies for a show of power to the ad-
ministration. It is up to the individual 
to unify with the community to change 
I. C. 's investment policies. Unified, 
the rest of the community can, for 
once, be on the same level as the ad-
ministration. When that happens, the 
administration will have to listen. 
Marathon Fair and Fun 
To the editor: 
After reading Faith Wat-
son's letter about the PT Assoc. 
dance Marathon in last week's 
ITHACAN, I feel that she and 
others have some misunder -
standing about the Marathon. 
First, it was a Marathon to 
benefit a charity and contrary to 
Faith's belief, I know many 
contestants who were dancing 
primarily for the cause or to see 
if they could dance 24 hours, not 
for th(• prize money. 
The rule of "only courples 
partil·ipating" WAS up held. 
The "single" person dancing was 
nut offil:ially in the Marathon 
'from the moment her partner 
dropped out. Even though she 
was no longer a contestant, nor 
eligible for any prizes, she just 
wanted to prove to herseif that 
she could dance for 24 hours. 
Th(' judges were not "only 
l'On<·Nned with people coming 
bal'k aftt•r ea<·h rest period." 
Many pP<>ph• were g-iven warn-
ings but IW<·ause that informa· 
tion was available only to the 
Marathon offil'ials, contestants 
like Faith had now way of 
knowing \\ ho or how many 
\'ouplt•s wen• warned. 
Although the rules were that 
only a!Spirin or Jll'PScriptive med-
i,·at ion l'ould lw taken, there was 
11<1 possiblt• way to prevent 
, onll'!:>I anb from taking artificial 
st imulanis. Many people (and 
Faith) suggested ideas like man-
datroy rigorous dancing or ex-
tl'nding- the· Marathon · past 24 
continued on page 9 
Petition on Divestment 
To The Editor: that Ithaca College divest all 
Yesterday a group of con- holdings in these corporations. 
cerned students got together to Today these petitions were cir-
organize around the issue of culated. The results were shock-
Ithaca College investments in ing. Many students and profes-
corporations which operate ii} sors were critical of the petition. 
South Africa. Yesterday even- Tney felt that it was too vague 
ing a group of these students and did not talk about what IC 
wrote a petition which demanded Continued ~!'"!le 5 
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The ITHACAN Op-Ed and 
Letter, sections are provided as 
a service by the ITHACAN as a 
community forum. AU Op-Ed 
and Letters material must be 
submitted by Tuesday at 5 p. m. 
for Thursday pub_lication. The 
writer must include his/her 
name and college position; e.g. 
graduating year, if student, and 
department. The ITHACAN, 
reserves the right to trim pieces 
in excess of 200 words if space 
limitations mandate such action. 
AU material submitted becomes 
property of the ITHACAN and 
will not be returned. Materials 
submitted are not guaranteed 
space for publication. 
CCLOP and Facts on 
Power to ~hange 
by Paul Bernstein 
Outside of the U.S., a student 
union is not a building like 
Egbert, but an actual unioniza-
tion of the student body. 
Protests are made by means of 
boycott among other methods, 
and from this there evolves a 
rather amusing sort of havoc 
within the opposing administra-
tion. The students simply refuse 
to attend classes and in respect 
to the apparent air of mild 
discontent on campus, it's an 
interesting system to keep in 
mind. 
Certainly, Ithaca College is an 
individual institution with a p_er-
sonality of its own. What are we 
to think of this particular inter-
pretation of a college though? If 
you've yet to overhear some of 
the many criticisms, then maybe 
you too fall into a great majorioty 
who should further understand 
the validi:y of student unrest. 
It's true that spreading dissatis-
faction could haunt the admini-
stration like a plague, but if this 
were to be their just desserts for 
violating our rights, then there 
must be an effective procedure. 
they've been forced to come into 
regular contact with on campus. 
What right have they to be so 
stuffy?, you may ask. The fact 
may well be that they have the 
right to be far more than just 
astounded at their mental envi-
ronment. Perhaps it's time we 
became more aware of our ability 
to alter some imperfections in 
the I.C. works. 
We all have to deal with 
incompetence of some sor-t each 
day. This college has admitted 
enough warm bodies that have 
turned out to be actual detri-
continued on page 6 
Apathy? 
To the Editor; 
by Preston Stewart 
The following is a list of facts 
constructed by the CCLOP to 
make the LC. community aware 
of the South African situation 
and how American corporations 
contribute to it. 
The twenty-two million non--
whites, who make up 85 percent 
of the population, have no repre-
sentation in the government. 
All persons are registered accor-
ding to their race and required 
by law to live in segregated areas 
designated by the government. 
Schools, hospitals, restaurants, 
recreational areas, and other 
public places are strictly segre-
gated with rare exceptions. 
Africans cannot own land or 
property in 87 percent of the land 
although they make up 70 per-
cent of the population. 
Every African over 15 must 
carry a pass book which contains 
permits describing what type of 
job he may hold and where he 
may live. 
Eventually, only those Africans 
who are necessary for industry 
will be allowed to reside in urban 
areas. 
Wives, children, the elderly aud 
other "Non-Productive" Africans 
are being resettled by the thou-
S. Africa 
sands in poverty stricken "native 
homelands". 
It is illegal for black workers to 
form unions or strike. 
In 1975, black workers earned 
5.10 dollars a week while white 
workers earned 87 .50 a week. 
Education is compulsory and free 
for white children. Blacks must 
pay. Yet, the government 
spends 12 times as much for the 
education of a white child as for a 
black child. 
Laws enacted in the sixties and 
seventies empower the police to 
arrest and imprison persons sus-
pected of "endangering the main-
tenance of law and order" on 
solitary confinement, without 
trial, for an indefinite period. 
From June 1976 to July 1977, 21 
persons detained without trial 
died in the prisons if South 
Africa. 
This po1'icy has de~troye~Qunt-
continued on page 6 
Greek Studies: A Power Play 
by the Students' Coalition for 
Greek Studies~ 
We are faced with a situation 
where a Foreign Study Program 
in Greece was proposed to the 
Administration by Dr. Elbrecht 
of the Philosophy Department. 
This program received the full 
academic approval necessary to 
be instituted, Le.the Philosophy, 
Literature, and Politics depart-
ment's approval, the Business 
Manager's approval, Dean Long-
in's and Malve Slocum's support 
(Dean of Humanities and Scien-
ces and Director of Foreign 
Studies). 
This program has not been 
cancelled as is commonly be-
lieved, but it has been post-
poned. The program was never 
accepted for implementation by 
the Administration. We perceive 
an Administrative non-decision, 
a bureaucratic problem. Com-
munication in the form of the 
"Administrations" rhetoric in-
formed us that the Administra-
tion has suggested freeing itself 
from a "time pressure," there-
. fore postponing indefinitely the 
responsibility to make a decision. 
We have been denied in their 
own words and "academically 
sound and intellectually exciting" 
alternative foreign study pro-
gram. 
We perceive the power of our 
position as the student force. 
This power generates from our 
awareness of the vulnerabilities, 
frights of the Administration. 
With this power_and ~ur for~f 
continued on page 9 For a small example, one can 
often overhear a student expres-
sing great astonishment at some 
,f lhe thick mentalities that 
While your columns perpetual-
ly assail the presumed "apathy" 
of Ithaca College students, the 
Ithacan has again seen fit to 
promote such attitudes. Indeed, 
numerous conscientious students 
organized in an effort to cancel 
the scheduled appearance of 
William Colby as "Distinguished 
Speaker." Yet, the Ithacan en-
couraged us via editorial com-
ment to subsidize the dissemina-
continued on page 7 Rebuttal By Bobbin 
To the I.C. Community: 
Flurry for Action 
Recently, a few letter-writ-
ers have gotten theil' jollies by 
using me and my articles to 
criticize THE ITHACAN. Here's 
my defense; it's simple and 
reasonable. 
Admittedly, my columns 
have not been geared to destroy 
campus apathy, but you can 
believe that they haven't served 
to create any additional apathy. 
Except for my one attempt to 
editorialize in the "Viewpoints" 
section last February, my arti-
cles have been intended to in-
form and to entertain. That's all. 
Why some people insist on gettin 
-g on my· case for that is totally 
beyond me. 
To those who should be concern-
ed: 
Within the past week there 
has been a flurry of student and 
faculty activity centered around 
a very controversial and serious 
situation in South Africa. 
Though we're sure there is a 
significant number of the campus 
population that is aware of the 
blatant, undemocratic, and in-
human abuse that the non-white 
majority (85 percent) is subject-
ed to in South Africa; we caa't 
withold these strong feelings we 
have towards the majority of the 
campus population; that is, we 
have come to realize over the two 
semesters this year., that the 
majority of this campus's_ popula-
The Campus Radical .. • .. 
tion is either ignorant of what is 
happening in the world around 
them or they're unconcerned and 
would rather not devote any time 
or effort to perhaps understand 
the world situation (South Africa 
in particular). Furthermore, 
maybe sacrifice their time for a 
cause that if explained to them, 
they would (optimistic here) rally 
into a unified coalition to help 
end exploitation and oppression 
that directly effects them (the 
new credit system) and "indir-
ectly" effects them (the oppres-
sion of the non-white majority in 
South Africa). 
The purpose of these state-
ments is by no me":_ns to alienate 
continued on page 8 
The reason I've been writing 
for THE ITHACAN as long as I 
have is also simple: I enjoy it. I 
get a lot of pleasure from it, and 
apparently, others do as well. 
That makes it doubly worthwhile 
for me. 
A comment to last week's 
protester who claims taht this 
newspaper's pu~pose is to create 
_I I 
_.__ 
controversy: bull. A paper's 
primary purpose is to inform. 
Editorials can certainly be con-
troversial, but those form only a 
small percentage of all the news-
print in an issue. I don't claim to 
be the world's greatest sage on 
the topic of newspaper publish-
ing, but it astonishes me how 
many of this paper's current 
"nemeses" really have very little 
knowledge about the business. 
America doesn't have dictators 
who control everything that is 
told to the public. When you 
make news opinionated, you also 
make your task into a farce .. .in 
this country, at any rate. 
I have written some news 
articles, but reviews are under-
stood to be opinions. I have 
really not jeopardized anyone's 
esteem or right to do what he 
wishes through what I've writ-
ten. I would hope that others can 
respect what I do in the same 
way. 
At least, I can take heart in the 
continued on page-8 
Prisoner in Kenya 
To the Editor: 
I learned recently that a 
former college classmate of mine, 
Ngugi wa Thiong'o, has been 
jailed in East Africa. His crime, 
it seems, is publishing a novel in 
which he expresses ideas which 
the Kenya government considers 
. subversive: Silencing writers by 
· imprisonment has become com-
mon practice in such countries as 
South Africa, Chile, Indonesia, 
and the Soviet Union, but Kenya 
has long hadd a reputation as a 
"liberal" nation, with a tradition 
of freedom of the press unrival-
led in Africa. So news of the 
· imprisonment of Ngugi cannot 
but be viewed with considerable 
alarm . 
When I first met Ngugi in 
continued on page ~ 
-Sy. Curt We_~teraaatd 
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Energy Week Ends 
But is /1 ART? 
by Karen Stuhldreher 
Energy Consciousness 
Week, sponsored by the Spea-
kers Committee, ended today. 
The objective of the Conscious-
ness week was to help people 
understand that nuclear power is 
not a viable source of energy' 
and to help them to be aware of 
appropriate energy alternatives -
primarily solar, wind and geo-
thermal energy. 
The Energy Week was both 
successful and frustrating, accor-
ding to John Feuerback, a mem-
ber of the Speakers Committee. 
"It was successful in the sense 
that we were able to educate 
people, and frustrating in the 
sense that· student participation 
was low," Feuerback said. Judy tial hazArdous implications of 
Sachs, chairperson of the Spea- nuclear energy. Some other 
kers Committee, attributed the discussion topics included Sea-
low turn out at the discussions, brook, New Hampshire, conser-
lectures, and movies this week to vation and home insulation, and 
the fact that people on campus • President Carter's non-policy on 
are "removed from the energy energy. 
crisis." A table was in the union all 
Throughout the week, tJ1er.~- week with pamphlets to educate 
were lectures, movies and dis-__ people about nuclear energy and 
cussions which focused on the viable energy alternatives. A 
need for energy alternatives and national petition put out by the 
a critical examination of nuclear task force against nuclear energy 
energy. Dr. John Troll, physi- was available for signatures all 
sist and avid inventor, spoke week. The petition advocated 
Monday might on future energy the use of clean energy as in solr 
alternatives, specifically, on the and wind energy, rather than the 
assets of wind and solar energy. further development of nuclear 
On Tuesday, Jeanne Fudala of powerplants. 
Eco!ogy Action discussed poten-
Art Work, an exhibition of time with his photos. Hintsa, the, 
paintings, drawings, photo - son of Leroy and Maria Hintsa of 
graphs and silkscreens by five Winston-Salem, North Carolina, 
Ithaca College seniors, will be on describes his photographs as 
display at the Handwerker Gal- "personal visions based on per-
lery in the Caroline Werner sonal experiences, intended to 
Gannett Center from Monday, give the viewer a 'deja vue' 
April 24 through Saturday, May feeling." The photographs of 
ALS Claims Success 
With Cultural Week 
13. Faulkner, w110 is the daughter of by Gina Horne 
Featured photographers will Sewell Faulkner and June -
be Burt Freund, a cinema stu- White, both of Anchorage, Alas- According to members of 
dent with an emphasis in photo- ka, are a form of self-exploration the Afro batin Society• last 
graphy, Mark Hintsa, a commun- through portraits of herself and week's Cultural Week was a 
ications major, Patricia Faulk- other women. success. Most of the events were 
ner, a cinema student with an Stewart, who resides in heavily attended and, alth0ugh 
no admission was charged, the emphasis in photography, and Groton, N.Y., says he prefers to 
, artists Bert Stewart and Julia . use paper for his drawings and Society did make a 5oo dollar 
· h 1 "b f h fr ·1 profit in the form of a personal Rupp, both, art maJors in t e , paintings ecause o t e agi e donation from singer Lenny Wil-
College's School of Humanities qualities of paper. This makes Iiams. Williams, who performed 
and Sciences. my materials sensitive and also 
at the Strand Theater on Sunday Hours for the Gallery, which makes me more sensitive to 
is located in the library building them." The silkscreens created afternoon, said he underStood 
on th Ithaca College campus will by Rupp, the daughter of Robert why it's difficult for an organiza-
be 8 am - 5 pm Monday throught and Virginia Rupp of Columbus, tion like ALS to function on a 
F "d 6 s t Oh" ill b l f h predominantly white campus, ac-r1 ay, noon to pm on a ur- - 10, w e examp es o er . ALS The 
day and 5 - 9 pm on Sunday. experimentation with color cord10g to an . . source .. 11 b Freund, the son of Leonard blends and the relationship of mo~ey f~on:i f fham1L;1 func~ 
and Shelley Freund of Green· objects. She works on paper - . u_se to un u ure L t· 
wich, Connecticut, is a documen- and cloth employing techniques ti;;s k :uch h th~s S t ~ m 
. tary photographer in the tradi- of tusche, Ii tho crayon, paper and h_eeh .' \ r;ug 1~ a ur ay f 
I tion of Cartier-Bresson. He tries film stencils and glue. w 1~ • 10~ uh es a
8
pe~. ormaFnc_ed 0 
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eveninir, and a Latin dinner--
dance Saturd-ay nigh-r.-
Besides the Lenny Williams 
concert, the Cultural Week inclu-
ded a poetry reading by Nikki 
Giovanni. Giovanni was received 
by a full house in the Arena 
Theater on Saturday. After the 
reading, she answered questions 
for some students while others 
attended a reception. 
On Friday evening, Saga pre-
sented a Soul Food Dinner. ALS 
members said the dinner was a 
nice change for their stomachs. 
Following the dinner was a 
basketball tournament in which 
the BBB and WTKO radio defea-
ted the Southside Community 
Center and the Cornell Thun-
der's intramural team. , 
The general feeling among 
ALS members was one of satis-
faction about Cultural Week. 
Soceity members are looking 
forward to Latin Week being an 
equal success. 
Coalition 
-
Continued from page 1 
and-Standard Oil of Indiana. 
"Our main effort right now is 
tomake the student population 
aware of the hellified life 85 
percent black Africans have to 
live ... because we need more 
aware people to place pressure 
on our administration" said Regi-
na Hartman, a CCLOP member. 
The CCLOP will meet today at 
4:30 to decide how they will place 
pressure on the administration. 
**· SURVIVAL**. 
CLOTHING HOUSE 
FANTASTIC & RECYCLED 
OTHES AT MARVELOUS 
LOW PRICES 
---------------~~-NEW IN STOCK-
White Seafarer Pants .. 6.99 
& 
Fatigues &. Chinos at 3 .. 99· 
Also a New Shipment 
of Denim Jeans 5.99 
SEE OUR CORDUROY 
JACKETS ~99 
------------------
ORIENT AL CLOTHING 
AND SIL-K UNDIES. 
DRESSES OUR SPECIALTY. 
SEE OUR 40's STYLE 
JACKETS 
-103 DRYDEN ROAD 
I• I• 
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Survey calls Saga 
Unresponsive 
A survey concerning the dining 
services at I.C. was taken last 
Wednesday at a table in the 
Union. With only- 114 serious 
responses, these are the most 
interesting results: 
How many meals per week do 
you eat in the dining halls on the 
average? 
Less than 10 ....... 13 
10-15 meals ....... 63 
16-20 meals ....... 38 
Are the SAGA Managers avail-
able to discuss problems? 
Yes ....... 63 
No ....... 46 
Are the SAGA Unit Managers 
responsive to your requests, 
comments, or complaints? 
Yes ....... 31 
No ....... 57 
Do you feel a program for;:···:~-:·:_(.~~-, 
students on diets for weight-loss . . ·: /·t' 
should be improved? -·· 
Yes ....... 84 
No ....... 19 
Please rate food temperatures. 
Excellent ....... 3 : 
Good ....... 10 ,: '< 
Fair ....... 41 ·. · ,· 
Poor ....... 51 
Do you find the food service 
running out · of items? 
Often ....... 63 
Occasional1y ....... 46 .-: 
Not a problem ....... 11 ~ 
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Do you feel the College Admini-
stration is being. responsive to 
students' concerns with the Food 
Service Program? 
This survey indicates that .'· 
although the SAGA managers ·_ 
may be available to discuss '. 
problems, their responsiveness ' 
to requests, comments, and com- :, -:.'. 
plaints is poor. More indicative· .l:.$ 
os student sentiment is the 
overwhelming feeling that the 
Administration is unresponsive 
to student concerns in terms of 
Phoco,,,. ..f~J. Ban . 
The Ithaca College Annual Student Art Exhibit, which began on April 12, enjoyed a good success. 
Opening night saw a large gathering of people anxious to formally view the art oflthaca College. 
Included in this gathering were the members of the faculty who worked with the artists, 
some of the students who created the art presented, and others who had various interests in the 
happenings on Wednesday night. The art itself consisted of a wide range of ideas and styles from 
students of all levels. There were some free-form ~xpressionist pieces, involving color and line 
for their own sake, while across the same room hung classically composed and academically-ori-
ented work. This mixture resulted in an interesting showroom of the art of today as understood 
by Ithaca College students. 
Yes ....... 20 
No ....... 81 
Would you prefer Brunch on 
Saturday instead of Lunch and 
Breakfast? · 
Yes ....... 55 
No ....... 39 
Do you feel the hours of the 
dining halls should be chamged? 
Yes ....... 57 
No ....... 39 
the Food Service Program. The 
survey also indicated that a new 
method is needed to keep the 
food hot, and that the food 
service runs out of food items 
more often than not. 
Mark White, Chairperson of 
the Dining Committee, feels the 
results of the survey showed an 
interest in Saturday morning 
brunch, an extension of mela 
hours, and the responsiveness of 
management to student needs. 
Giovanni 
continued from page 1 
you can do, not what others been written upon by others, but 
haven't done." She disagreed haven't done enough writing 
with recent social critics who ourselves. b1ack Americans 
have stated that the problem of need input into the discussion of 
the 70's is self-centeredness. She "What is life _and who controls 
· felt that people today don't know it." 
themselves well enough, and Approaching her 35th birth-
that with the dependence on day (June 7th), Giovanni said 
electronic media, they are afraid that her patience is wearing thin 
to spend time alone and silent. . She is tired of uncaring people 
Getting to know yourself, Gio- and people who allow themselves 
vanni stressed, is the first step to be victimized. She is bored by 
towards freedom, "Only when the ignorance and innocence of 
we know ourselves can we then too many Black people. She· 
go out and make strong commit- ended her lecture with the 
ments." Most people, unfortun- statement that "if we don't use 
ately, give up the struggles. our minds, we give up the right 
They marry too quickly someone to survive." 
they don't even like, fill their Giovanni closed her presen-
pockets with credit cards, and tation with an all too brief 
have children they don't under- reading of several of her poems: 
stand. People need to be able to "Revolutionary Dreams," "Ego 
say, ''There has to be more to my Tripping," and "Poem for a Lady 
life. I deserve more." Whose Voice I Like" from Re:-
The true revolution, for Creation (1970); "My House" and 
Giovanni, is the revolution of the "Untitled" (Like ripples on a 
mind. Quoting Zambian Presi- pond) from My House (1972); 
dent Kenneth Kaunda, she stat- "Communication" from The Wo-
ed that Blacks today are in a men and the Men (1975); and two 
"pre-scientific stage of negative new poems from her forthcoming 
innocence." We don't know book, Cotton Candy on a Rainy 
enough about w~at is happening Day. Giovanni is an ·e-xcellent 
in the world. We need to expand poet and an excellent reader. 
our intellectual horizons as far as The audience was quite familiar 
we can. This isolation from with her work and identified 
events and modern technology poems after only a few words. 
will only make our development Shouts of "Yes!" and "Work It!" 
slower. Giovanni was not ex- showed that this was what 
pressing a love of modern tech- everyone had been waiting for. 
nology, however. Her point was My one criticism of the evening, 
that it is here to stay, and we aside from starting forty minutes 
cannot refuse to understand it late, was that Giovanni did not 
except at great cost to our full read enough poetry, although 
development. Isolation and self- what she did read was excellent. 
protection are bad in all realms of Considering what it was, a 
endeavor, both public and pri- somewhat typical encouraging 
vate. We need to know the value speech to a college audience, a 
of life in all forms: seals," deer, speech Giovanni has · given one 
dolphins, South Africans, Israe- hundred times since September 
lis, and Palestinians. We need to at colleges all over the country, it 
touch and to be touched, to find was very well done. I was 
someone to love, to find a friend. particularly impressed with a 
and to be a friend. We need to be Black speaker telling a young 
in tune with our emotions, and Black audience that they were 
we alone are responsible for our too complacent and have :1 Ion,g 
· way to go That the audience s 
::~t;iotional health. Again, we response ~as wildly enthusiastic 
. b epend on oth~rs to do the throughout is, I hope, a sign that 
Divestment Petition 
continued from page 2 
should do with the funds it had 
invested. These criticisms are 
very valid and are being consid-
ered in the rewriting of this 
petition. However, there were 
other criticisms which I fould 
simply escapist - they were 
attempts to rationalize racial 
oppression, and our support of it. 
The most extreme example of 
this was: "If we pull out the. 
Russians will move in." For 
those people who argued this I 
question their morals, their pri-
orities, their understanding of 
this issue and their value of 
human life. This is not simply an 
"intellectual" issue: It is an 
emotional issue as well. We can 
not separate the two. We as 
students are indirectly support-
ing the legalized racism and 
murder of black people in South 
Africa. This should not only 
register in our brains - but also in 
our hearts. There is a persopal 
connection here which effects 
every one of us. We are 
attempting to gain control over 
what is feasible; not what is 
idealistic. We want to have 
Ithaca Colleges investment poli-
cies support what we believe. 
Do we believe in gaining econom-
ic profits by taking advantage of 
the cruel oppression Black Sooth 
Africans are subjected to? I hope 
not. 
We cannot control the Rus-
sians, other colleges, or multi 
contimied on a e 9-
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Interim Appeals Procedure 
by Preston ~tewart nent agreements can be made iean. There will be a separate 
between workers and employers committee for each appeal. 
~ -
A temporary appeals proce-
dure has been developed for 
faculty members who feel they 
were unfairly denied tenure or 
promotion this year. Under 
normal circumstances an appeals 
procedure would be included in 
the Faculty Handbook, part 
of the College's governance -
structure. But due to faculty 
unionization efforts, negotiations 
had to be stopped before this 
year's handbook was completed. 
National Labor Relations Board 
rules stipulate that no perma-
while the workers are trying to · The ommittee will review ap-
uni~~~~~ding to a memo from ~f:ls ::~:efa~~1:ro::~~~~r:: ao· VERNMEN'' • 
the Provost office, the tempora- either their «lepartment, their · 
ry agreement, known formally as dean, the Tenure and Promotion 
the "Interim Appeals Proce Committee, or the Provost, 
dure," will involve a committee After a maximum of two weeks 
made up of three tenured faculty deliberation the committee will 
membersD one selected by the report its findings and recom-
dean of the respective academic mendations to President Wha-
unity, one selected by the faculty Jen, who will then take it up with 
member filing for appeal, an.d the Board of Trustees. 
TUESDA Y's MEETING 
one faculty member agreed upon 
by the faculty member and the 
Kenya Pri_soner 
continued from page 3 there but I do know that . writing campaign- to free one of 
dissadent writers in many coun- Africa's finest writers. This 
tries stay in prison for a very sample letter is intended to 
long time. diplomatically INQUIRE, rath~r 
The last Student-Congress 
meeting occurred on April 18. 
Jeff Hallenbeck.Politics '79, is 
the new chairperson. The bud-
get for clubs and organizations to 
work with next year , was pas-
sed. 
Some Accomplishment:. of Stu-
dent Congress This Year: 
Under the new Governance 
Document, a Joint Committee 
was established. The committee 
is a beginning in discussing 
campus concerns. 
A new constitution for student 
government was created this 
year. 
Structuring for the Outdoor 
Concert has been started by 
student government to help re-
lieve any future problems. 
Budgeting was taken care ol 
this year rather than next fall 
which has been the traditional 
budgeting time. Now clubs and 
organizations can begin to func-
tion earlier. 
Melanie Casciano, Vice President 
of Finance, with the assistance of 
Dr. Correnti, was able to obtain 
a $5,950 budget increase to 
student government from the 
administration, making the tota 
budget for next year - $90,950. 
1963 at Makerere University in 
Uganda, he was writing a novel 
about Kenya's war of liberation 
which was called the tragic effect 
of a war that allowed no one to 
remain neutral or untouched by 
violence. Though not a particu-
larly political book, the Kenya 
government was upset by its 
publication. Hoping to attract 
racial strife has occured in the 
I am hoping that letters than criticize. You can copy 1t 
from America will encourage and mail it to the embassador as 
Kenya's judiciary to treat Ngugi is, or, better yet, vary the ~tyle 
fairly and to release him. Kenya · a little and add personal (d1plo-
is a firm ally of the U.S., and will matic) comments of your own. 
not be unmoved by our letters of 
concern for human rights. Many 
of my students have read Ngugi's 
books or havve expressed an 
interest in the work of Amnesty 
International in helping prison-
ers of conscience. I hope these 
students will help in a letter-
The Honorable John P. Mbogua 
Kenyan Ambassador to the U-
nited States 
P_ower to Change 
country. 
Nguei's subsequent books 
have earned him an international 
reputation as an extraordinarily 
gifted writer, but have gotten 
him in trouble at home. Hi!' 
latest novel, PETALS OF 
BLOOD. expresses the idea that 
many politicians have enriched 
~hemselves at the expence of the 
masses, and have grown aloof 
from those very people whose 
couase they so vehemently took 
up during the struggle against 
colonialism. This is a common 
theme in literature from all over 
Africa and the Third World--not 
to mention the United States of 
America! But for expressing 
views like these, Ngugi is in jail. 
I don't know how long the Kenya 
government plans to keep him 
Embassy of the Republic of 
Kenya 
2249 R Street NW 
Washington, DC 20008 
Edward Hower 
Facts on South Africa 
continued from page 3 
less families. 80 percent of the 4 
and one hald million Africans 
living in the cities in 1969, did so 
without their spouses or chil-
dren. 
The disposable are crowded on to 
the "native homelands" or Ban-
tustans" which make up only 13 
percent of the land. There one of 
every two children dies before 
t~e age of five. 60 perce~~-- of 
those who live suffer from per-
manent mental and physical da-
mage due to malnutrition. 
Tuberculosis and other diseases 
ravage the adult population. 
In 1975, new foreign capital 
accounted for 23.2 percent of 
gross domestic investment (Bri-
tain has the largest share) and 33 
percent of all Joan claims against 
South Africa. Direct U.S. in-
vestment totals 1.665 billion 
--~ontinued on page-9 
at 
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r.nents to our college . careers. 
There have been those who have 
slowed down classes with their 
incessant stangeness or boorish 
attitudes. It reaches the point 
·where one might just as well ask 
for his money back. It would be 
ludicrous to hope to eliminate 
many of the fruitless confronta-, 
tions with fellow students, but 
unfortunately, it is the dull or 
bizzarre type of professor that 
has done us the most injustice. 
Not that we should start de-
stroying the lives of our instruc-
tors, but it seems that the 
suggestion box atmosphere is not 
nearly prevalent enough for stu-
dent opinion. 
From the wild Towers one 
can look directly across at Cor-
nell and wonder if such madness 
could possibly carry on at other 
() Bookstore 
,_a_n•a-n:aa-Q n~a-1_n_,,a_1_m_1_1_,_••1 n-•-•-n-a•n-•- -·-a-
Friday April 21 
from 9:00 = 5:00 
colleges. Surely we can see that 
some very unacademic people 
have come up with fairly good 
grade averages when their work 
would have been a failure in too 
many other schools. The acade-
mic standards of the Ivy League 
would be enough to make so 
many LC. students consider a 
jump into the gorge. No one 
needs that kind of pressure and 
that's part of the personality on 
South Hill. It's just that the 
removal of any more pressure 
from the shoulders of the Ithaca 
College student, and this place 
may begin to appear a bit 
jelly-like. Expensive jelly at 
that. I wonder where the 
administration gets off, making 
our college so easy. 
The fault is simple and two-
continued on page, g 
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Statistics show that Americans are eating more and more meals out, 
due to conveniences that lead to the mobility of people. Ithaca certainly 
has a wide variety of restaurants - a variety very uncommon to a town 
this size. It is the college population that causes this demand. The Itha-
can Guid~ to Good Eating is a tribute to the different tastes of the college 
community. The Ithacan has reviewed local eateries in four different ca-
tegories: full meal; deli; brunch; and subs. Each participating re-
staurant picked up the tab. Reviewers presented certificates in lieu of 
payment following their meals. 
Restaurants were rated under a five star system: 
No Stars - stay away 
One star - fair 
Two stars - good . 
Three stars - very good 
Four stars - excellent 
Five stars - very special 
Each restaurant was rated in accoraance with the category it asked 
to be judged in. It is possible to have a five star sub and a no star expen-
sive restaurant. No matter what specialty each restaurant had, they all 
had similarities. Some observations follow: · 
Full Meal Restaurants - It seems that the American psyche follows 
a pattern of fullmeal-great deal. Avoid soups and appetizers unless 
something really strikes your fancy. They are generally expensive and 
just make your entree that much harder to swallow. · 
Subs, Deli and Pizza - After you've tasted one, you've tasted them 
all. Scout around - there are some special ones out there. 
Lunch. and Brunch - Some great deals around town. Once again you 
have to know where to look. 
·***********************************************" 
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At Home With 
The Corner 
Cupboard 
by Corey Taylor 
As we drove up to the restaurant, the wise-cracks spewed forth 
from our mouths. The driver thought twice before she shut off the mo-
tor. She considered leaving the restaurant right away. The adage "Ne-
ver judge a book by its cover" has once again been proven correct. 
The Corner Cupboard Re-staurant on Route 34 B has a modest exte-
rior, counter-balanced by delicious food and personal service. The evo-
lution the the Corner Cupboard is just as interesting a story as the great 
food they serve. The building was housed 'by an antique shop for 1970 
until 1972. In 1972, Pam Uher, one of the owners of the family-owned 
antique shop, spent three months working at a local restaurant. "I did 
not like what I saw,'' said Uher. 
Subsequently, Uher, along with her brothers, converted the antique 
shop into "a light lunch soda fountain type situation." Along with 427 
and a lot of perseverance, the crew got started. "My grandfather owned 
the building so it was free and clear, but I doubt that you could do that 
on $27 today." 
In 1974 the restaurant opened for breakfast to provide a place for 
the crew working on the building on Lansing High School to eat. The 
restaurant became more of family operation. Pan Uher's mother opened 
and cooked for the breakfast shift. By 1975, the operation became a 6 
AM to midnight, seven days a week, ordeal. "It got to be too much," 
Uher noted. 
The urge to do something different with the restaurant led Uher to 
think back to her childhood, along with her borthers. "IOn 1975 Salad 
Bars wee just becoming popular. When I was growing up my grandpa-
rents had a big farm in Wayne County. Every meal had plates of dif-
ferent vegetables. This is how we ate,'' said Uher, '' all the salads at our 
salad bar are family recipes." 
"We also noticed that there was no place in the area where a person 
could get fresh seafood,'' continued Uher. 
Many restuarants offer good, if not always fresh seafood. Why is 
Corner Cupboard special? ·"We're not restauranteurs, we will not be-
long to the restaurant association. We're there for you. We are a suc-
cessful commodity. We listen to people," Uher said proudly. 
Evidence ol this was the recent plan to expand the restaurant. 
''Our customers told us it would ruin the atmosphere, so we didn't do it. 
My father is called M&M for motor mouth. He talks to everybody. One 
of us is always out front. We want people to ask us questions," said 
Uher. 
The best evidence that the Cupboard is a special place with a cozy 
atmosphere is evidenced by the fact that everyone does the cooking and 
does it well. "It's fun to us. We enjoy it. If it ever wasn't fun, the door 
would close." 
-~~· ~"'t.. .... , .. -:-=--:-.... ::--~·-~ ..... . 
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by Gina Home and Corey Taylor 
The menu is in the shape of a slice of seeded rye bread. It lists a 
wide variety of specimens, from breakfast )"by Tiffany's yet") to blint-
zes, to bagels to burgers. The setting is informal. When one walks in 
he feels as though he is greeted by his own Jewish mother. 
The restaurant is "Hals", and the Jewish mother is Sandy Kuntz. 
She and her husband, Hal, own the downtown deli. 
Born in Ithaca, Hal has been working in restaurants for a good part 
of his life. He recalls that he tended bar as early as age 11 for his father. 
He says that working for him was a "hard"experience. Later, while 
working at a deli in Binghamton for years, he met Sandy. 
In April, 1961, Hal opened "Hals". It was then located on State 
Street on the site of the Telephone Co. building. In 1971, when urban 
renewal forced him off' State Street, Hal opened "Hals" at its present 
location on N. Aurora Street. This new "Hals" was forced into closing 
by a fire in early 1977. When the store reopened last May, it. was slight-
ly enlarged, but otherwise unchanged. 
Hal's philosphy on running the restaurant is simple. "What I try to 
do is give the public good sandwiches and a homey atmosphere. Every 
restaurant has roast beef, corned beef and pastrami. But they don't -
have Sandy." That is an understatement. Sandy Kuntz brings new 
meaning to the word "unique". It would be a shcok to all 'if another 
Sandy were to be found in this hemisphere. 
_Bouncy and bubbly no matter when she is caught, Sandy has a kind 
word, a smile for all, and a kiss for her regular customers. She often sits 
and eats with her favorite patrons and has been known to share eclairs 
and sandwiches with a chosen few. 
A great deal of "Hals" customers are students, as is the case with 
many Ithaca businesses. Hal said it is "beautiful to have the type of 
food establishment that can deal with students". Between Sandy's cha-
racter and "Hals New York cuisine, this restaurant is certainly a stu-
dent's delight. Speaking of students, Hal said that they are \'a little 
more gently than years ago". He recalled one incident during the 60's 
when some students walked out with a toilet bowl from the men's room. 
Hal feels his greatest advertising asset is the number of customers 
he attracts. He tries to "keep prices as low as possible in order to main-
tain a volume buisness". 
They must be doing something right. Sandy has set up three cou-
ples who later married, just by pairing them at tables. In 1957 Sandy sat 
one of Cornell's quarterbacks next to a real nice Jewish girl. They got 
married, he converted and also went on to a pro football career. That 
makes Sandy Kuntz, former N.Y. Giants quarterback Gary Woods' 
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FULL MEAL 
***** Greystone Inn, International, 1457 E. Shore Drive, Ithaca 273-4096 
One. of Ithaca's most .elegant restuarants. Everyone is personally 
treated like a house guest m a turn-of-the-century style. Waitresses are 
dressed in brightly colored-gingham with white aprons. · 
The homemade cream of chicken soup was deliciously flavored with 
wine and herbs. Accompanying the soup were fresh carrots and celery 
served with cream cheese and chives. Before the entree was served hot 
popovers with melted butter were brought to the table. ' 
The appetizers were excellent, the Escargots Bouguinonne were 
sau_teed in garlic and mushrooms. The shrimp cocktail was freshly 
serve_d on ice with a slice of fresh pineapple. 
Veal sauteed with mushrooms, chestnuts and apples over rice was a 
delightful entree. The Filet Mignon was tender enough to have been 
sliced with a fork. The dinner ended with chocolate mousse served in a 
champagne glass, or a lighter dessert of vanilla ice cream topped with 
fresh fruit and cream. Prices range from $7.25 to $9.95 for full dinners. 
Overall: 5 Star Service and Value. 
Other entrees include,'other international meat dishes such as: Hol-
landsche Biefstuk (holland); Champagne Chicken (Luxemboug); or Sal-
timbocca (Italy). Some seafood entrees include: Scallop Casserole St.-
John (New Brunswick); Sole of Capri (Italy); Swordfish de Espana 
(Spain); or Shrimp Scorpio (Greece). The menu displays an assortment 
of entrees to fit whatever mood the evening might bring. 
**** The Station, American, West Buffalo St., Ithaca 272-2609 
The Station is a renovated railroad train complete with ticket rings 
that serve as menus. The waiter does not write down the order, rather, 
the customer pulls a "ticket" off the ring and puches out the choice of 
soup, appetizer, entree, and dessert. 
The menu at the Station consists of various steaks, fowl and seafood 
dishes, including King Crab, Duckling, Prime Ribs, Sirloin and Filet 
Mignon. Appetizers incl'ude shrimp cocktails and clams. 
We ordered Sirloin Steak and Filet Mignon, both of which were 
cooked to order and tasted delicious. 
At first glance, the menu may seem expensive but in consideration 
of the food as well as a unique old-time decor and good service, it is very 
reasonable. 
Overall: Excellent Service: Good. 
* Derby, 356 Elmira Road, Ithaca 272-6464 
The Derby offers both formal and informal service. They cater local 
organizations and other special occasions in the evening and an informal 
lunch during the day. 
The lunch is served in a bar with a pool table and pinball machines. 
They serve a hearty homemade vegetable soup with saltine crackers be-
fore the main course. Our steak sandwich was not cooked to order, and 
was small in size. The cehf salad was quite small with bits of cheese, 
ham roll and tomatoes and an excess of salad dressing. 
The desserts were very good; homemade chocolate pie was a very 
large portion and made with fresh whipped cream. 
Overall, it is a place to have an inexpensive luch from $1.95 to $3.50. 
. The quality was fair and the service was pleasant. 
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) FULL,,MEAL 
***** 
The Comer Cupboard, Seafood and Steaks, Rte. 34B, Lansing 533-4095 
OUr visit to the Corner Cupboard was truely a delightful experi-
ence. Despite its lack of fine wallpaper and elegant atmosphere, the res 
taurant turned out to be one of the finest we'd visited. 
After we'd placed our order, we visited the unlimited salad bar, 
where we sampled fresh breads, cheeses, salads and condiments, dis-
played on a bed of ice. Although we could have filled ourselves up tes-
ting the salad bar items, we "had to" move on to jumbo shrimp cock-
tails, steamed clams, and a whole host of phenomenal entrees. 
The Corner Cupboard features fried or steamed clams, broiled, 
skewered or marinated shrimp, broiled or deep fried haddock, broiled 
scallops, Alaskan King Crab, lobster, and Surf and Turf. 
Our steaks were tender and juicy, our shrimp suateed in a light gar-
lic and butter sauce, and our King Crab astonishingly large. The Crab/ 
Steak combinations were served on 16 inch long silver platters that in 
themselves were barely large enough to support all the food. 
During our dinner, Pam and Mr. Uher, without knowing who we 
were or what we were doing, came up to our table and spoke with us. 
We talked about college life, our lives, and about good food in general. 
Pam told us, "You've got to watch him ... once he starts talking, he does 
not stop." We felt that he was glad to have us as his guests. 
Prices at the Corner Cupboard are very reasonable, spanning from 
$4. 75 to $10.00. All desserts are homemade ... and delicious. 
**** Beaujolais, 602 Elmira Road, Ithaca 277-0123 
Beaujolais is an old restored Victorian mansion situated on several 
acres of farmland. The restaurant is separated into several intimate 
rooms with four or five tables per room. Classical music makes the at-
mosphere very relaxed and suitable for an unrushed, elegant meal. 
The meal may begin with fresh heaping crabmeat cocktail, followed 
by French Onion Soup in a crock covered with melted muenster cheese. 
Their spinach salad is covered with a delicious house dressing. 
They have a large assortment of crepes, some filled with mush-
rooms, cheese, shrimp, or a chicken breast topped with melted cheese. 
The dessert is something to save a space in your stomch for, or even 
as a midnight snack with an after-dinner liqueur. Their dessert crepes 
are works of art. It's amazing how they can arrange fresh whipped 
cream, hot fudge, 3 scoops of ice cream into an irresistable 10" display. 
The rpices for a full meal range from $4.50 to $7.50 
*** Owego Treadway Inn, American, Rte. 17C, Owego 687-4500 
A haven for buffet-lovers. Each Friday night the Treadway features 
an unlimited buffet for $7.95. Buffet includes: delicious salad bar and 
elaborate condiments. Highlights are clams on the half shell and un-
peeled shrimp. Roast Beef was good, but no rare meat was available. 
Ham and turkey are delicious. Various types of potatoes and vegetables 
are included. Fried foods, such as fish and onion rings, should be taken 
off the menu. They don't hold well in a chafing dish. Fair desserts (ex-
tra). Terrible Chocolate Mousse. 
Beautiful atmosphere, Full glass picture windows with restaurant 
overlooking Susquehanna River. Lovely harp player adds elegant touch. 
Overall: good, buffet-lover's delight Service: good 
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F-ULLMEAL 
*** 
Cabbagetown Cafe, Vegetarian, 404 Eddy St., Ithaca 273-2847 
The meal began with large servings of homemade soups, filled with 
fresh vegetables and homegrown herbs. A large salad served in a woo-
den bowl was a mixture of spinach, carrots and alfalfa sprouts, covered 
with delicious yogurt-tahini dressing. The Spinach Lasagna at $3.00 was 
beautifully prepared in a piece of pottery filled with whole wheat noo-
dles, spinach and tomato sauce. Corn bread of wh'ole wheat bread 
comes with this entree. Winter Stir-Fry at #3.15 was a delightful blend 
of fresh vegetables stir-fried in butter with herbs, topped with hot ched-
dar cheese sauce. 
An excellent meal for a very reasonalbe price of $1, 75 is their home-
made soup, fresh salad and fresh baked bread. Very ironically, it's·really 
quite filling. Specialties include Quiche du Jour at $2.85 and Cashew 
Chili served over brown rice with melted cheese and homemade corn 
bread at $1.85. Sandwiches with soup are available at $1. 75. Home 
made desserts such as chocolate Carob Cake with coconut covered 
cream cheese frosting add a nice touch to the meal. 
Overall: Prompt and Personal service. Good Value. 
*** 
Dimitri's, American, Pyramid Mall, Ithaca 257-3377 
Be it lunch or dinner, the casual atmosphere at Dimitri's is appro-
priate whether one orders sandwich or steak. Dimitri's overlooks the 
Cafe square, in a comfortable, enjoyable way. 
Standard appetizer items are available, including an absolutely de-
lightful crock of 10 steamed clams, served neckless with drawn butter. 
It is worth a trip to Dimitri's for the clams alone! The hearty salads are 
garnished with shrimp and cheese. The thick onion soup is loaded with 
croutons and topped with cheese. 
The sandwich menu is di.versified. Large decker snadwiches are 
nearly a meal in themselves whether they be eaten for lunch or dinner. 
Dimitri's also serves Prime Rib and steak, both cooked to order. A rota-
ting pastry list complements the menu. 
•_ 0 "'·. 't...;.i __ • _ _,_ R 
FULL MEAL 
*** 
Asiatic Garden, Chinese, 118 West State Street, Ithaca· 272-7350 
We were pleasantly surprised during our visit. On an earlier visit 
our combination plates with Chow Mein were poor. Try the Chicken 
Won Ton Soup, it's very good. The Barbecued Chicken Wings are a nice 
change from the old Egg Roll syndrome. 
On our visit the Sam Su, Chinese vegetables with mushrooms, 
shrimp and meat was superb. So was the beef with broccoli. Don't ex-
pect atmosphere at Asiatic. It is non-existent but the food is excellent. 
Overall: very good Service: good 
***1, Odyssey Steak House, American, 1654 Trumansburg Rd., 272-2422 
Excellent food in a semi-formal atmosphere. The onion soup is ex-
cellent and so is the Escargot. Best salad in Ithaca, tossed on a rolling 
cart at your table with special house dressing. Warm loaves of bread 
served at your table with a tub of butter. 
Try the Fisherman's platter with everything on it and their special 
house platter with Greek specialties. Our Filet Mignon was very over-
cooked and prevented this restaurant from achieving a four star rating. 
Good desserts. 
Overall: very good food. Service: excellent 
Beaujolais II, Pyramid Mall, Ithaca 257-0777 
Unfortunately the elegance of Beaujolais I does not rub off on Beau-
jolais. All our appetizers were very good. Try the Shrimp Cocktail (lar-
gest in Ithaca). The Chili (best in Ithaca) is a good bet for lunch. The 
service and entree was disappointing. The Steak Diane Crepe was cold 
and the meat was tough. The Whitefish Crepe was good but not hot e-
nough. Excellent dessert crepes. 
Overall: fair Service: fair 
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·***-t **--t Gazebo, Ramado Inn, 222 S. Cayugo St., Ithaca 272-1000 
. Plush restaurant with good food. The French Onion Soup Gratinee 
was gQod at $1.50. Artichokes hearts at $1.50 were good. The shrimp 
cocktail at $4.00 was a little overpriced, but the cocktail sauce was excel-
lent. For an en tree have a steak, the N. Y. Strip Sirloin at $7 .25 was fine 
and cooked to orer. The Veal Parmesian. was good but not of the variety 
found in Italian restaurants. Good desserts. Nice atmosphere. 
Overall: Beautiful room. Good food. Service: Ecellent. 
*** Chicken and Pancake Bouse, American, 367 Elmira Road 273-9466 
Good p1ace to go for an inexpensive good meal. The ½ chicken is a 
good value at $3.95 with the trimmings and all the chicken you can eat 
special at $3,35 is a must for chicken lovers and those on a budget. Pan-
cakes in many varieties are good but a little expensive. Sizzling steak at 
$6.95 was sizzling and hot when served. 
Try the cabbage salad. Desserts are excellent. Save room for the 
-Boston Cream Pie or the Cheese Cake with blueberries. 
Overall: good food, great value Service: fair 
***1, Turback's, American, 919 Elmira Road, Ithaca 272-6484 
This restaurant has changed recently after renovation. With the 
purchase of a full dinner, you receive unlimited soup, salad and ice 
cream at a "make your own bar". The "make your own bar" is included 
in all dinners. No entrees are served a la carte. 
The bar includes a soup of the day, salas with choice of three dres-
sings, macaroni salad, fruits, nuts, chicken liver pate, bean sprouts, pi-
ckeled herring, shrimp, mushrooms, pickeled quail eggs, and hot pep-
pers. 
The Steak. was cooked to perfection. The lobster tail was good. 
· The menu is limited and the glass covering over the tables makes 
for uncomfortable dining. Special menus items include Vegetable Rare-
bit and Swordfish. Turback's decor is formal but the maitre'd wore a 
blue jean outfit and sneakers. Why? 
Overall: Very good, the bar adds a nice touch. Service: Excellent 
*** Hal's Deli, 115 N. Aurora St., Ithaca 273-7765 What can you say about Hal's? It is Ithaca's only Jewish Deli. Ex-
cellent sandwiches, salads and potato pancakes. Avoid the gravy for the 
hot sandwiches. They rush you out near closing so come early. Good va-
The Vineyard, Italian/ American, 409 College Ave., Ithaca 272-9532 
Reasonably priced restaurant featuring spaghetti, lasagna, steaks, 
burgers and pizza. Steaks are very good, burgers tend to be a weak 
point. Excellent salad bar that includes pizza. 
Overall: Inexpensive, good. Service: good. 
*** Moosewood, Vegetarian, DeWitt Mall, Ithaca 273-9610 
A good place to go for lunch or dinner. Try the fresh fruit salad at 
$1.10 - it's a good bargain. The MoHare salad with vegetables and cot-
tage cheese was also a good salad. If you like chili you '11 love the chili 
and cheese. Give the Mocha Spice Tea and Apple Cider a taste. 
Overall: good Service: very good 
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**** Subway, Subs, Pyramid Mall, 257-5018 
The Subway is a fast food stand in Pyramid Mall. 
The service at Subway is quick and efficient. It is clean in compari-
son to other area sub places. 
We ordered two subs, the MT A and the BMT, both named for New 
York City subway lines. The MT A is a meatball sub. The meatballs 
were a little bland but the food was fresh and the sub was warm. 
The BMT, the bologna, genoa cheese, ham and pepperoni sub, is 
the best buy for the money. This sub costs $2.29 and the food, again, is 
fresh and good. 
We also ordered Birch Ceer which tastes similar to Root Beer. It 
was very good. 
The good service and filling sandwiches makes this a great place to 
grab a quick "meal". 
Overall: Excellent Service: Good 
BRUNCH 
** Dugout, Subs, 215 East Seneca St., Ithaca 272-9530 
Subs served on a round roll are a nice twist. The sub specials are a 
good luncheon deal. Avoid the tuna sub, the tuna has too much mayon-. 
naise mixed in. The roast beef sub is good. 
Overall: clean and personal service 
***1 Gazebo, Ramada Inn, Brunch, 222 S. Cayuga Street 272-1000 
. Best breakfast deal in town for those who like a big breakfast. A-
vailable Sundays 8-1 pm. $2.95 gets you waitress service for beverages 
and condiments and a table of goodies. Help yourself to pastries, hot 
peaches, scrambled eggs, bacon, sausage, hash browns, corned beef 
hash, french toast, and pancakes. The only thing that takes away from 
brunch is cold and bland potatoes and greasy bacon. 
Overall: very good Service: excellent 
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Tenni~ Pros and assistant pros: . 
seasonal and year-round clubs; 
good playing and teaching back-
ground. CaH (30lk) 654-3770, or 
send 2 complete resumes and 2 
pictures to: Col. R. Reade, 
W.T.S., 8401 Connecticut Ave-
nue, Suite 1011, Chevy Chase, 
MD 20015. 
Cornell University Field Archae-
ology in Israel. June 25-August 
1. Earn six credit hours in field 
excavation course offered at Tel 
Aphek-Antipatris. Program 
charge of $800 includes tuition, 
room and board (Sunday dinner-
Friday lunch), and two weekend 
field trips. Write or call now. 
Cornell Summer, 105 Day Hall, 
Ithaca NY. 14850 (607) 256-4987. 
Terrific Townhouse: 3-4 bed-
rooms, 2 baths, private garden 
or balcony. Walk to Cornell, IC, 
downtown. $335. Call 273-9000, 
9-5. 
1, 2, 3 and 4 bedroom apts. for 
summer and fall rentals, the 
Hayloft Art Studios, during the 
day. Call Evan 272-3813 for 
appointments. 
Lost in Bowling Alley: 
Watch with gold colored 
outer ring: has caravelle written 
on face. $10 reward offered. 
Contact Tony at 272-6603 or 
Garden Apt 26-5-4 
Summer Sublet--116 W. 
Clinton Street 
Great downtown location. 
Rates Negotiable. Call Preston 
at 273-2885. 
Summer Sublet - Available May 
20 
2 bedrooms in 4 bedroom 
house. Excellent downtown 
location - 115 Fayette St. Stop 
by or call 273-4186 ($65 negotia-
ble). 
Counselors: Camp Waziyatah for 
Girls, Harrison, Maine. Open-
ings: tennis (varsity or skilled 
players); swimming (WSI); boat- , 
ing, canoeing, sailing; waterski-
ing; gymnastics; archery; team 
sports; arts & crafts; pioneering 
& trips; photography for year-
book;· and Registered Nurse. 
·Season: June 26 to August 21. 
Write and enclose details as to 
your skills, interests, etc. to 
Director, Box 153, Great Neck, 
NY. 11022. Telephone: 516-482-
4323. 
summer sublet 
4 big bedroom 
large living room and kitchen 
excellent condition and location 
cheap! W. Buffalo St. 
273-8239 
Easy walking distance from cam-
pus. 6 bedroom house with 3 
fireplaces; 6 bedroom apartment; 
2 bedroom house. 277-3300; 
evenings and weekends, 257-
7722. 
Apartment for sublet. Hillview 
Place. 1-2-3 bedrooms. Really 
cheap. Call Tom at 273,-1410. 
Summer Sublet: 
406 Stewart Ave. 2 Bedrrom 
'..duplux. 235/month including 
utilities. Furnished. Call Rich or , 
Dave- 273-8086. 
Wanted to buy 2'-5' cubic foot 
refrigerator - Call Ruth 273-1957 
CHEAP: Rug for Sale, Brown, 
just about wall to wall, Great for 
dorm room. $30 or best offer. 
Call Lisa D. x554 or 277-4930 
Anyone interested in bicycl-
ing out to California this summer 
call Med or Mike. Leaving from 
N. Y. area 273-9670 x542 
Country House on Nelson Rd. 4 
Bedrooms, Barns, furnished 450 CHEAP: Brown tweed rug for 
sale. Excellent condition, 11' x 8' & per month· Scott· 273-1876 
Call Lisa D. x554 or 277-4930.Z 
Patiere-
' _They say it' your birthday. 
) ou re gonna have a good time 
Jose 
LOST: Garnet ring on 4/10 m 
Women's Locker Room- senti-
mental value. Please Call Molly 
272-2736 No questions asked. 
Apathy 
Continued from page S 
lion of those ideas which we so 
despise. Now with its support of 
Senator Moynihan as gradua-
tion's speaker, the Ithacan has 
continued its nonsensicle ap-
proach to campus politics. 
While your editorial regarding 
'.\foynihan implies that a handful 
of community members _enjoy 
harrassing and/or rejecting pub-
lic figures it fails to address the 
real question on any substantive 
level. Moynihan is seen by many 
thoughtful students and intellec-
tuals as a man who has helped to 
subtly perpetuate the racism and 
sexism so much a part of our 
society. Upon recalling Moyni-
han 's stint as diplomat one might 
notice his inconsistant stnad on 
human rights throughout the 
world. · 
Equally as important, though, 
is the Ithacan's implication that 
we should welcome Mr. Moyni-
han as an improvement over the 
preceeding tow years in which 
Dr. Whalen gave the commence-
ment speech. Does the Ithacan 
· wish us to accept mediocrity in 
the name of change? Do you hope 
that we might acquiece to those 
who would have us accept the 
Colbys and the Moynihans of the 
world as distinguished, fitting 
persons to address us? Perhaps, 
you might consider the impor-
tance of human dignity and 
equality before asking us again 
to place our stamp of approval 
upon such lectures. 
Sincerely, 
John Nader 
Revised Exam Schedule 
·--
8 :oo 10: 00 All 
10 JO 17:JO All 
l:JO-S:30 Pl! 
l:Ja_9·;JO Pit 
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'tHURSDAY 
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;Come1r Concert -Commission, 
John Sheer in cooperation with 
WVBR presents 
The 
Marshall Tucker 
Band 
Sunday April 23 
8:00 p.m. Barton Hall 
Ticl<.ets~---------------~-------------------
$5.50 advance sale 
$6.50 day of concert 
Tickets are available at the following 
---------~----~-----------------------------
outlets: Egbert Union Record Town 
Record People Boch to Rock 
all 3 Cornell Unions 
1978 
Summer Session I 
May 15 to June 9 
Summer Session I I 
June 12 to July 7 
Mini Session 
June 26 to July 7 
Summer Session I I I 
July 10 to August 4, 
Social Science 
Fine Arts 
Radio-TV 
Drama 
Natural Science 
Music 
Athletics 
Film 
Humanities 
Education 
Exhibits 
Theatre 
Cinematography 
Health 
Recreation 
Physical Education 
Work Shops 
Health Administration 
Communications Arts 
Business Administartion 
Reading and ,~udy Skills 
Program 
.-, .. _,., 
.s ' .. -~ 
. t, 
, .. 
,j 
.,:,u 
.~ c.-, ... ' 
...... 
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Flurry For Action Bobbin 
continued from page :8 · 
that campus majority we're dir-
ecting our cnticism toward: 
rather, our sole objective is to 
enlighten the campus population 
to one of the most blatant 
examples of human deprivation 
and oppression which is going on 
today. Yes, the South African 
government has "justified" rac-
ism in their country. It is our 
strong contention that all racism 
is wrong and only serves to 
exploit one group of people over and thus maintain the economy of artificial security that many ' 
another. of racist South Africa· by contri- · students have clung to through 
·continued from pa~~ ;i :; ., -: 
very generous comnient 'n'fade by 
one of the interviewees in ''The 
Ithacan Inquirer" a couple of 
weeks ago regarding myarticies 
I've always felt it's been 
w~rthwhile, and that helped me 
to know I was right. 
You may ask, of what concern buting to the overall foreign · the Colby and Chile controver-
is the oppression of non-whites in _inyest!ll~!:!.l!_n_that country. sies. Is apartheid (legal racism in 
South Africa to yourself: Ithaca "Ignorance is bliss." With 'South Africa), going to snap 
College has 68.6 percent of it's . this statement in mind, one . some of these people into reality? 
total investments in multi-na- conies to inerealization that this Judging from past experience, 
tional corporations in South Afri- is one of the. most blissful 10: Do people have any concep-
ca. Though Ithaca College campuses in our country. The tion of the ramifications of this 
investments are only a miniscule overwhelming upper-middle - support? Do students realize 
percentage of the total foreign class background of the students what apartheid means to the 
investment: why should we (the on this campus has perpetuated a black majority in South Africa? 
students and faculty) stand idle, false consciousness. This false When is the bliss going to end? 
wliile our school. helps stimulate consciousness has lead to a state Do yoii consider yourself racist? 
P t Ch Do you care? How can you stand 0Wer Q . ange for this? We're apalled at this as 
If anyone wants to shoot me 
for writing for this paper and _ 
sharing my enthusiasm for films, 
bring on the firing squad. I won't 
·argue with that. However, I can 
certainly question some people's 
reasons for wanting to fire. I 
rest my case ... hopefully. continued from page 6 
fold. Idle students ana an overly 
slack faculty should be the insis- · 
tent object of our rather aimless 
ridicule. Let us examine the 
selectivity of those coveted few 
in Job Hall who boast each year 
of. the percentage of applicants 
that they have rejected for 
teaching posts and student en-
trance. The general criteria for 
personnel around here is lacking 
and the blatant flaws in the 
quality of our staffing has long 
distressed far more than what is 
proper at these prices. 
Don' ac t the word of 
journalism, ask the faculty them-
selves, because their objections 
are no less prevalent. Only the 
student has the freedom to speak 
out through and this is the point 
of concern. Everyone who has 
experienced a malfunction in the 
system might rememb!;!.!" th_at an_ 
old fashioned peaceful protest 
may be more exhilarating than 
just sitting on the problem. 
~'i nose a\the -top mean· well; but 
they need us to quietly point out 
their oversights one by one. 
Whatever happened to the 
days of even a slightly radical 
student overnment with a 
INTENSIVE SUMMER WORKSHOPS 
at theMIM£workshop 
June 19 - July 14@ 
Bob Berky and Amy Brill 
July 17 - August 11 
Michael Henry and Amy Brill 
716-232-"1574 
50Chestnut Plaza Rochester, N. Y. '!4604 
MIDNIGHT 
COWBOY 
'l:00 
9:30 
· . , we hope you are. So act, and act 
strong following? There doesn t soon, because this is effecting the 
see_rn_t.Q .lt~ve !;le~!! a pronounced. lives of 85 percent of the South 
demand since th~ college stu- continued on page 9 0 
dents were marching around for · 
Sincerely, 
Jay Bobbin 
the withdrawal of troops. 
Typing Pool Exercise the power to weed· out. the unplentiful. You have the same right to the school 
paper or the xerox machines as 
the next thinking student and 
sadly enough, the competition is 
not terribly fierce. Even a 
pseudonym is acceptable. 
The Office of Campus Activi- Campus Activities and look at 
ties, located in Egbert Union, the list of typists. The Office of 
has opened a typing pool. Campus Activities is open from 9 
Anyone wishing to get a paper am to 5 pm weekdays. 
typed can go to the office of -
' ~~~-=~,-c~ 
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Tom Parks, a comedian in the George Carlin vain, appeared 
in the Crossroads last night. 
A Power Play 
continued from page 3 
implementing it, the ultimate 
occurrance would be the expira-
tion of this institution of depend-
ence, Ithaca College. if that were 
our desire. 
That which this institution is 
directly dependent upon for its 
reputation, excellence, and fi-
nancial support (from our per-
spectives and for our needs), is 
the student body and their 
parents. Those upon whoµi this 
institution is indirectly depend-
ent for its reputation, excellence, 
and potential financial support, 
are the students' home communi-
ties, i.e. families, friends, rela-
tives, high school guidance coun-
selors and faculty. This reveals 
Ithaca College's chain of depend-
ence That which is the lock on 
the chain of dependence is THE 
· POWER OF THE VOICE, which 
disseminates under the efforts of 
whoever wishes to take advan-
tage of its availability for his/her 
means. That which can be the 
key to the lock on the chain of 
dependence is our own POWER 
OF VOICE. We have come to the 
realization of where our power 
lies. 
Our power lies in the absolute 
ability to ~iso~ the Ithaca 
tf -k ~ ~ 
Cl,un9 /Jtee 
AMERl(AN & CHINESE 
RESTAURANT 
124 CODDINGTON ROAD 
ITHACA. N. Y. 14850 
TFL 16071 273-1 234 
l BLOCK FROM 
CAMPUS 
College chain of dependence. 
That is. to fight fire with fire. or 
use THE POWER OF THE 
VOICE for our own means. 
We've been told we are a 
generation that can't speak cor-
rectly; we've been told we ae a 
generation that can't write well. 
But we are a generation that 
does know when and how THE 
VOICE is used in the service of 
power. That's what we know the 
best. We've heard it all the way 
from Jesus Christ, Adolf Hitler, 
Richard Nixon, James Whalen, 
Bugs Bunny, and Plato. As is the 
case in any institution of higher 
education whers one's money and 
time are limited, we have perpe-
tuated our positive, present-
orientated attitudes in an effort 
to fulfill our desi.res, find mean-
ing, growth, and wealth from our 
struggle. 
We the students involved in the 
Greek Program demand the valid 
education we deserve, that we 
pay for, and that we are being 
denied. 
Shall we deepen the process of 
poisoning the Administration's 
chain of dependence? 
Action 
continued from page 8 
African population and that ef-
fects everyone. 
We ask all people that have 
an interest in Ithaca College and 
stand against racism, to join in 
the Campus Coaliton for the 
Liberatior, of Oppressed Peoples 
(CCLOP) efforts to divest all 
Ithaca College monies from mul-
ti-national corporations in South 
Africa. 
Peter Rogal 
Tom Erbland · 
Hll:KE.rs 
- ZOI S. Tiap St. 
le.ca, N.l',. ~ · 
t'J'Z-8Z&Z r 
THE 
.Mli$iC Store 
ta,ve time, money and avoid ·headaches. Use 
Tnple "R" Trucking Company to transport 
your trunks, suitcases, and duffelbags from 
school to your home in the· N.Y~ Metropolitan 
area [including L.I., /westchester, and North-
emN.J.J 
For information regarding d~livery of your 
baggage from school to home on· time and in 
tiptop condition; please call or write your col-t 
lege representative: 
STUDENT AGENCIES, INC. 
409 College Ave., Ithaca, NY 148.50 
272-2000 [between 9 AM-4PM] 
Triple "R" 1)11cking~- 18 yr; of baggage trans-
. ·. port experience .. 
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continued from page 3 
hours to wear out the dancers. 
First, this would result in people 
dancing on their own, without 
ihe use of stimulants, dropping 
out. Second, the idea of the . 
Marathon was simply to dance 
for 24 hours, not to narrow down 
the competition for the prizes to 
a few couples. 
It was announced prior to 
the Marathon that the prizes· 
Marathon 
would be distributed by a lot-
tery. Any consultant with 
objections to this procedure · 
should have thought twice about 
entering. 
Finally, Faith states that 
"the contestants who danced all 
night received nothing for their 
time." People who danced and 
did not win have described the 
experience as self-fullfilling, en-
joyable, rewarding, and inspir-
ing." If these words define 
"nothing" then I agree with you 
Faith. 
Next semester plans for the 
2nd annual dance Marathon will 
get under way. Anyone with 
suggestions or who wants to help 
organize it, will be genuinely 
welcome. Sandi Henry 
Raitt Protests Nuclear Power 
by Bette Ann Sacks port of 40 popular musicians and 
Bonnie Raitt and John Hall are 
working together with James 
Taylor and Carly Simon to fight 
the threat of nuclear power. 
John Hall, the former lead singer 
of Orleans, has drafted a petition 
to President Carter and Con-
gress with th~ names and sup-
singers such as: Art Garfunkel, 
John Denver, Linda Ronstadt, 
Jape Fonda, and Stevie Wonder. 
Hall has beenconcerned with 
nuclear power since 18 months 
ago when the New York State 
Power Authority wanted to con-
struct a nuclear plant 6 miles 
: from his home which is located in ,. 
the mid-Hudson valley. 
Bonnie Raitt and John Hall will 
be entertaining on the Ithaca 
College campus this Saturday 
evening, April 22 at 8:00 P.M. in 
the Ben Light Gymnasium. 
Facts on South Africa 
continued from page 6 
dollars (conservatively estima-
ted). · 
U.S. corporations control a large 
percent of certain critical mar-
kets: 
-one quarter of the mining indus- ment. The exact amount of these 
try is controlled by U.S.corpora- taxes is unavailable but in South 
tions _ Africa, by law, 41 percent of 
U:S. corporations also pay taxes .. company profits accrue directly 
to the South African govern- to the state (Rogers, 1976, 
-44 percent of the petroleum 
market is controlled by Caltex, 
Mobil and Exxon (petroleum Divestment 
supplies 25 percent of South contmued t"rom n:io-p i:; 
Africa's energy needs) pollc1es - but we can control 
-one third of the motor vehicle Ithaca Colleges support of A-
. industry is controlled by GM, partheid. By organizing and 
' Ford and Chrysler . showing the administration that 
-between 38 and_-~~ yercent 01 profits are not above human life 
the computer industry 1s contror. in our minds and hearts. We will 
led by IBM national corporations investment 
be helping the South African 
Blacks in a small way, and , · ' 
helping ourselves in a very large 
way. We will be acting in 
accordance with what we think 
and feel. Regina Hartmann 
Amanda Zerilli 
#Uiaea ~ $~ 4 ~ 
~-~= 
BONNIE 
RAITT 
WITH SPECIAL GUEST 
John Hall 
FORMALLY OF ORLEANS 
Saturday April, 22, 1978 
8:00P.M. Ben Light Gym 
TICKETS: 
$5.00 I.C. Students 
·$5.50 General Public 
$6.00 Day of Show 
AVAILABLE AT: 
I.C. Egbert Union 
Office of Campus 
Activities . ...t 
I 
·1 
.. 
" 
i 
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National Scene 
Forsch and Lord Stanley Sof tballers Sport Good Record 
by Reid W almark 
Ah ... there ain't nothing like 
a no-hitter! No matter who or 
when - it's just a thrill to watch 
or even hear about. Unfortu-
nately though, only 11,495 fans 
witnessed Cardinal Bob Forsch's ·· 
· .· pitching gem on Sunday in St. 
Louis. 
The victims were the Philadel-
phia Phillies who employed just 
three baserunners - two via 
bases on balls and one on an 
error by third baseman Ken 
Reitz. 
The ball hit by Gary Maddox 
that elluded Reitz could have 
been interpreted as a base hit. 
But heck! You know how totally 
biased official scorers are for the 
home club, particluarly when a 
no-hitter is at stake. 
I'm not trying to detract from 
Forsch's effort. After all, a one 
hitter is just as an overwhelming 
performance as a no-~itter. 
The point is, however, that 
Bob Forsch is an outstanding 
pitcher. In fact, he's one of the 
premier hurlers in the NL. 
Forsch is 28 years old, the 
younger brother of Kenny 
Forsch, and seems to receive 
very little media exposure. But 
now, with the added notoriety 
and prestige of tossing a no-hit-
ter, Forsch should be recognized 
as a super pitcher. Last year his 
record was an excellent 20-7 for a 
good -not great - team. Maybe 
now he'll officially join the ranks 
of Seaver, Sutton, Richard, Car-
leton, and the other elite. 
Another athlete who is s to 
speak coming of age is South 
Africa's Gary Player. Last 
weekend in Augusta, Georgia, 
the 42 year old captured the 
Masters by just one stroke after 
shooting a final round of 64. 
Again this weekend in Carls-
bad, California, Player had to 
come from behind to win another 
major tournament on the Ameri-
can tour. This time the 1978 
\ Tournament of Champions title 
fell into Player's possession, 
rallying from a seven stroke 
deficit behind Spains Severiano 
Ballestros. 
On the subject of rallying from 
huge deficits, the New York 
Knickerbockers must erase the 
76'ers 2-0 lead in games. This 
task may be next to impossible. 
After playing good ball to 
eliminate the Cavaliers in a 'pick 
'em' series, the Knicks now find 
themselves out-personneled. To 
New York's advantage, though, 
the next two games in the best 
on seven series are in the Big 
Laxwoman 
Now3-2 
by Kim Howe 
Victories over Oneonta State 
and Hartwick and a loss . to 
, , Lockhaven brought the IC Wo-
men's varsity lacrosse team re-
cord to3-2. 
The IC women defeated One-
onta 15-4 last Friday at home, 
handed a loss to Lockhaven 3-11 
at Lockhaven Saturday, and 
came back with a win over 
'· Hartwick 14-4 at home on Mon-
day. 
Senior Joanne Melonescored 
4 goals against Hartwick fol-
lowed by 'freshman Ilene Low 
with 3. 
r . ·., Their last home match is 
' · · today at 3:30 where they ineet 
the Brockport Golden Eagles. 
t¼ 
t ~~! ... : .. -=-:· . ..,_ -~ ...... - i:~ ;--;:-. ; •· •• 
I..· 
Apple. Despite Philly's obvious 
'
superiorities, the homecourt ad-
vantage must not be regarded 
lightly, especially at Madison 
'Square Garden where the Knick 
faithful was so uproariously be-
hind the Willis Reed captained 
teams. 
Billy Cunningham's coaching 
influence has transformed Phila-
aelphia from a squad of individu-
ally talented athletes, to a cohe-
sive, supporting, offensive-de 
fensive-rebounding machine. 
With stars named Erving, Mc-
Ginnis, Collins, and a back-up 
cast of good NBA'ers, the Sixers 
might just have too much to be 
stopped by any club this season. 
In the other quarter-fianl 
series - look for Denver to 
-
by Harold C. Karrodnobbs 
As a Bomber maniac l must 
report that the sport of lacrosse 
at IC is on a definite upswing. 
The Bombers at the present ime 
are holders of a 6-1 record, 
including a sudden-death over-
time victory over Long Island's 
C. W .. Post, which a perenially 
national ranked team. Another 
win came over an always talen-
ted Brockport St. squad. De-
spite these accomplishments IC 
is not ranked in the national polls 
while teams with inferior records 
continue to draw votes, obvious-
ly on past accomplishments. IC 
A perfect example is Post, which 
sports a 2-4 record but is ranked 
13 nationally. Anyone in atten-
dance for the IC-Post game 
knows it was no upset, the 
superior lacrosse team won. 
This article, however, is not to 
express any type of sour grapes, 
because the lacrosse team is not 
worried about rankings now; the 
prevail against the Bucks, a 
. 50/50 affair between the Spurs 
and Washington, and give the 
Supersonics an excellent chance 
to upset the NBA Champion 
Trailblazers. 
In the Stanley Cups, expect the 
home ice teams to advance. 
Montreal should toy with the 
upstart Red Wings. The Islan-
ders should exploit Toronto's 
inconsistencies. The Broad -
Street Bullies should outlast the 
Buffalo Sabres. Both teams are 
capable of better hockey than 
they've shown in 1977-78. If 
either club can successfully tap 
into their dormant potential, this 
series will be short. The proba-
bility, however, is that neither of 
Continued on Pi!. 11 
future will take care of itself. 
This is to give an account of the 
sport of college lacrosse, where 
the IC team stands, and perhaps 
catapult interest and insight for 
the potential or already avid fan. 
There are two Divisions in 
. college lacrosse (appropriately 
· title I and II) but unlike the 
sports of college football and 
basketball, whex:e it would " 
unheard of for a Division I team 
to play a Division II team 
by Susan Irwin 
The Ithaca Coll~ge Women's 
Softball Team opened their sea-
son last Wednesday with two 
smashing victories over Oneon-
ta. Directing the team superbly 
are Coach Doris Kostrinsky and 
Assistant Coach Sharyn Helisi-
va. 
The 9-0, 18-0 victories were 
not surprising since the team has 
been drilling since January. 
During the pre-season training, 
the acquisition of a new batting 
machine, paid for by a team--
run-a-thon held last year, cer-
tainly inspired ·the becoming 
"sluggers" of this year's team. 
The developed precision of bat-
ting is easily demonstrated by 
the scores of the first double 
Plwlo by Franlt Sellen 
because' of economics and re-
cruiting differences, . the dif-
ference between the lacrosse 
talent in the divisions are be-
lieved to be practically equal. 
This point was heavily supported 
by the Hobart-Cornell game, in 
which the champions of each 
division met,. with Cornell 
coming out with a close 13-11 
win, making them the undisput-
Continued on Pg. 11 
header. 
Pitching for I.C. in the first 
two contests were returning 
se?iors Mary Ellen "Satch" Al-
ger, Andi Woodbury, and fresh-
man Sue Bracco. In the first 
game Alger confidently struck 
out seven batters, and in the 
second game Bracco and Wood-
bury split the innings striking 
. out two and four batters respec-
tively. 
Highlights in the first game were 
recorded by the coaches' choices 
for offensive players of the game, 
outfielders Monica Bertino with 3 
hits, Marra O'Dea with 2 h~ts, 
and shortstop Sherry Schur with 
2 runs and 2 hits. 
In the second game, the 
entire team was outstanding, 
coaches' choices for best offen--
sive players being awarded to 
Myra Mysnyk, Sue Daggett, 
Monique Echtenach, Maureen 
Skovrinski, Alger and Wood-
bury. 
Last Saturday's double hea-
der was not as profitable for the 
I.C. team as they dropped two 
games to a strong Penn State 
team. 0-4,1-3. 
Pitching again for IC was 
Satch Alger in the first game 
allowing only 2 hits and recor-
ding 2 strike outs, and Sue 
Bracco in the second game allo-
wing 3 hits and tallying 4 strike 
outs. Looking at the stats, for 
both games, outstanding batting 
was demonstrated by outfielder 
Maura O'Dea with 2 hits and 1 
.RBI. 
On Tuesday of this week, I.C. 
again added two victories to 
their list of commendable 
achievements by defeating Cort-
land State 10-5,3-2. Winning 
pitchers were Alger and .Hracco 
with 1 strike out apiece. 
Statistical highlights revealed 
good performances in the first 
game by freshman Mary Beth 
Continued on Pg. 11 
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. Party Sponsored By · 
Gamma Delta Pi Sorority 
On Thursday April 27 
·····ff···~·~·················· .. ·····················ff·/fJI-Jf,·ff··· All Vodka and Beer 
Free and Flowing 
Music by the Best Di~co Band 
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Sof thallers Sport 
· Good Record 
Continued from Pg. 10 
Fior with 2 ru-ns and 1 RBI, 
Alyssa Forman with 2 hits and 2 
RBl's, and Monica B'ertino with 2 
runs and 3 hits. Alger recorded 1 
stolen base, 2 runs and 1 RBI. 
Coaches choices .for outstan-
ding offensive players in the first 
game . were outfielder Bertino 
and 1st baseplayer Forman. 
Oustanding defensive play was 
recognized as done by senior 
outfielder Cyndy Merln. 
Outstanding offensive pla-
yer recognitions for the second 
g-ame went to outfielders Bertino 
and O'Dea and for defensive 
players to Bracco, Forman, and 
senior · centerfielder Dee Dee 
Mayes. 
Well, the team is off 'to a 
good start. Hoping for progres-
sive improvement and strength 
as well as a minimal amount of 
injuries the team should prove to 
be ne of the top contenders for 
the State and/or Regional cham-
pionships in May. 
The next games are against 
Brockport on Thursday April 20, 
and away at East Stroudsberg on 
Saturday the 22. The team 
would certainly appreciate the 
support of their fans, throughout 
the season, as they will cettainly 
demonstrate some exquisite ta-
lent. 
Come on out to the ball game! 
Forsch and Lord Stanley 
Continued'from Pg. 10 
the 74-75 finalists will find them-
selves, thus, a knock'em down 
dragged out playoff. Finally, the 
Bruins by default, Chicago has 
got (blank). 
Since most teams have played · 
only about ten games in Major 
League Baseball, it's too early to 
discuss any trends. One-sixteenth 
of the schedule has been comple-
ted, so it would be like trying to 
analyze the NFL without one 
game played. 
The North American Soccer 
League has played about one--
tenth of their schedule. Five 
teams remain undefeated: the 
San Diego Sockers, Tai;npa Bay 
Rowdies, Washington J;)iplo 
mats, Dallas Tornado, and 'New 
York Cosmos. San Diego is a 
fluke, the Dips are a surprise, 
the Rowdies are returning to 
form, Dallas appears to have 
improved one step above last 
year's 18-8 record, while the 
Cosmos after all are the Champs. 
Still the Green Machine has 
been injured and can play notice-
ably better. 21 year old British 
left winger Steve Hunt was a 
house-on-fire in the season ope-
ner against Ft. Lauderd~le. He 
created many scoring opportuni-
ties, as well as converting on 
three chances. He was injured in 
that match, and the Cosmos left 
side has been lacking ever since. 
Right winger Dennis Tueart, 
one of Britain's top forwards at 
Manchester City, has yet to play 
in the NASL. Unquestionably, 
he will add even more spark to 
the Cosmos' forward line. 
On Sunday, Dallas invades 
Giants Stadium in what should 
be a thrilling match. The 
Tornado start five Americans: 
Kyle Rote on attack (he has 
improved his skills incredibly), 
19 year old Tony Bellinger at 
midfield, and three -defenders -
Neil Cohen, Glenn Myernick, and 
Steve Pecher. Last year at the 
Meadowlands, in a torrential 
downpour, Dallas beat the Cos-
mos 2-1 in a shootout. 
Crew· Splits 
Weekend Races 
For the past four years, the 
LC. Crew Team has been kept on 
its toes by competition, within 
and outside of its division. The 
weekend of April 8-9 was a hectic 
one. That Saturday Georgetown 
and Villanova Universities failed 
to prove themselves worthy com-
petition by losing most races to 
J.C. crews. Victory didn't last 
long as Syracuse (outside our 
division) quelled I.C's winning 
· streak by taking all the races in 
Syracuse. 
Last weekend Ithaca rowers 
got back on the right track by 
winning the majority of races 
with Marist and St. Joseph. Our 
.J.V. women proved that hard 
work is rewarding by defeating 
Marist's Varsity boat by open 
water. Our J.V. Heavyweight 
crew easily won with our J. V. 
Lightweights coming in third, 
only one second behind Marist's 
J. V. Heavyweights. Neither 
Marist nor St. Joseph had Light-
weight crews. J.C. accomodated 
by racing our Varsity Light-
weight Four against St. Joseph's 
Heavyweight Four. Our light-
weights took that race as well. 
Unfortunately, St. Joseph's Var-
sity Heavyweights were too 
strong for I.C.'s Varsity. The 
Ithaca freshmen, coached by 
Andy Meyn (tormer LC. light-
weight), rowed extremely well. 
This weekend the team will be 
split up. The Heavyweights and 
the women will be racing 
Marietta College in Ohio, and the 
Lightweights will be going to 
Poughkeepsie to race against 
LaSalle and Connecticut College. 
All three of these schools are top 
contenders in the small collge 
division, and are bound to give 
J.C. rowers some tough competi-
tion. 
April 29 is the date for the Kerr 
Cup Regatta in Philadelphia, and 
on May 7 the team goes to 
Connecticut to race Trinity and 
Williams. 
Bomber Mania 
Continued fromPg.10 
able kings of lacrosse. 
Right on down the line, intra-di-
vision play shows little difference 
between Division I and Division 
II lacrosse. 
.. 
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Greyhound Rxo 
The cure for 
college blahsc 
It's a feeling that slowly descends upon 
you. The exams, the pop tests, the required 
reading, the hours at the library, the thesis-
they won't go away. 
But you can. This weekend, take off, say 
hello to your friends, see the sights, have a 
great time. You'll arrive with money in your 
pocket because your Greyhound trip doesn't 
take that much out of it. 
If you're feeling tired, depressed and 
exhausted, grab a Greyhound and split. It's a 
sure cure for the blahs. 
Grevhound Service 
One-- f!OUIMI-
To Way Trip 
New Y!l.rlc 2a15 23.~xc 5 trips daily 
Rochester 4.20 R.00 6 trips daily 
Albany 8.50 16.15 4 trips dailv 
Buffalo 6.75 ti85' 6 trips daily_ 
PhiJa. 20.70 39.35 3 trips daily 
Ask your agent about additional departures and return t,•1 r~· 
· (P11ces sub1cct to change) 
Greyhound Agent 710 West State Street 
~-
GO GREYIIOIIIJ 
272-9730 
l!I 
Another important aspect of 
lacrosse .is that there is no 
professional league. If you see 
Notre Dame football or Kentuc-
ky basketball, you are seeing the 
top college teams, but not. the 
best teams in that sport. Can 
you imagine the Dallas Cowboys 
vs. Notre Dame? The best teams-
are in the pros. However, when 
you see the top-ranked college 
team in lacrosse that is the best 
team in the sport, conceivably 
the world champions. No compk-
risons can be made to the pros, 
and lacrosse players seem to like 
it that way. 
the iron shop 
.,the commons 272•5101-.. -1 .. 
a 
There is also the family type 
theme in lacrosse. There is 
rarely a game where a player 
doesn't know someone on ano-
ther .team or somewhere along 
the line played against or even 
with (summer league, high -
school) the opposin team players. 
That's why people can talk 
lacrosse for hours. 
One more major point is 
gaining mational recog-niti?n, -~ 
One more major pomt is 
gaining national rec?gnition, ~s 
witnessed by a maJor story m 
Sports Illustrated and cgverag;e 
of championship' g~mes by ~BC s 
Wide World of Sports. Basically 
a Northeastern sport before, 
lacrosse is spreading across t~e 
country, ranging from teams m 
Ge.orgia and Florida ~ Colorado _ i Utah. P~ople, one~ laughed at 
·, ·: +h .. · 1'1-Y .. Cosmos Yit-~~~~~"1'~· 
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JI~ m FOR a 
MEN AND WOMEN m ~ 
FEATURING Cl 
REDKEN & RK a 11:1 
PRODUCTS a 
111 
Get Your Head Together a • 
For Summer a a 
ti! 
l'I 
I 
• I 
272-5092 I ,. a 
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PRICFSIN 
EFF'ECT THRU 
4/~6/78 
'l)KEN\NC1DD 
KR-9600 Stereo Receiver 
160 Watts-per Channel, Min. RMS at 8 ohms. 
20-20k Hz. with no more than O 08~~ Total Harmo~,c D1stort1on 
&TDK 
The machine for your machine. 
list tMot 
C-60 s1111 s128 
C.90 s310 s239 
C.90 s4u s2n 
maxen 
list 10/Jat 
C60 '189 '1311 
C-90 •449 •2• 
UDXLII C-90 s54a s3sa 
"IT'S A SONY: 
list tMot 
LN C-60 •1110 99(: 
HF C.90 s310 s2• 
FECR C.90 s5so s32& 
Ferrichrome 
PROGRAMMABLE 
SCANNER 
- no crystals needed 
- 10 channels 
- 16,000 frequencies 
- covers all 5 bands 
High, Low, UHF, HAM 
and Government 
- automatic search for 
new frequencies 
-ACorDC 
JENSEN 
CAR 
SPEAKERS 
All 20 ounce magnets All wilh gnJl1, etc 
C9862~$2Q95 
5" round dualcone 
See our full line of 
CAR.STEREOS 
MODEL 3SP19 TV antenna 
. 38 element s39es VHF, UHF, FM _ -
was•¢1~ , · . · . · 
.. 'f I ~ • 
TRINITRON 111111111IIILIIIUlll:!!::11,; ~ 
·. "ITSA SONY: 
American Made_ C.Olor Television 
~1204A 12" ~ '32995 
KV1711D 17" ~ s39995 
KV1910D 19" $8ff9"' s44995 
KV1941R ~~i;:i~ 19" ~ s54995 
KV2101 ·21" ~ s59995 
• Ito I' ) ) I ) I ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) ) * 
Range lmt of all RADAR: FUZZBUSTER p,cks ~ 
gun ~tdt,onary or mo\11ng 5tri3y b1ts of rudur 
lane inch appro11. 1 :? mile) far beyond radnrs /,met 
AUIOSOUND 
SCS222 
in dash stereo cassette tape player 
with AM/FM-MPX radio 
«>~ was$~ s79es 
~/ fits most cars 
-.i.'Jldm_ 
TELEPHONE 
ANSWERING 
MACHINE 
...... ,. ......... ... 
......... ,. .... c... 
·--s11995 
TA-
PHONE NOT INCLUDED 
GUARANTEED 
LOWEST PRICES 
.. 
Special Purchase 
RCII. 
Car Cassette Stereo 
with MONO RECORD 
•18 walls at PoNII Pow••"'*> Slop 
•F .. t Foward, R-'"d •model 12R200 · 
ONLY 4 PER STORE-
was 111995 
·':. ·no!49~- · 
,_, 1,,., 'ar"1r ... t ·- . . , 
•• ~ ...... ' • ; "'I ;1 ... ~ ~ 
'50()0' 132915 
. NJir.~-=~~ 80 walls RMS 'WO" 1399"" 
NJim·=~ 1Z5 walls RMS ,;5o,o , 499• 
ONEER SX-SSO 20 wolu RMS •275• 1tat• 
ONEER SX-750 50 walls RMS •425• '289• 
NEER. SX·l- 270 wa111 RMS •12so '789"' 
-LED readout 
ModelC.Omstat525 
~ 1_9A(.'oo 
s49es 
